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Fig. 1: Graph of Government Money and Private Companies

Abstract— As it can be observed in developing countries trend, in
these countries there is a huge government possessing enormous
money and also cash flows in these countries are mainly within
governmental organizations rather than non-governmental (private) sector. Plainly, this trend will not be favorable for those
countries and will lead to economical downturn after a while,
because given the weakness of private sector; the competition
for market share will begin to wane, leading to good quality
decline. Consequently investors will lose their motivation for
investment and production drop and unemployment rise will be
the inevitable consequences. As a result, putting in an effort to
foster the process of privatization is one of the most important
goals in these countries. Privatization should take place in many
fields including electrical power supply. In this paper we will
investigate the privatization trend in electrical power supply
industry in Iran as a case study and we will also analyze the
effect of influential parameters on this trend. At the end, some
policies are suggested to accelerate the process and their results
are probed.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
In developing countries usually, there is a vast government
which has a large amount of money and critical cash flows
take place in governmental organization, whereas cash flows
in private sector is much less. This fact is illustrated in the
Figure. 1.
Obviously, this trend will not be beneficial for the country and
the difference between cash flows in governmental and private
sector will eventually result in economical recession, because
lack of a powerful private sector will gradually eliminate the
competition in market and those few private corporation will
forfeit in competition with their large governmental rivals
that are supported by government budget. As the competition in market fades away, the quality and efficiency will
decline because there is no motivation for improvement and
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taking the market share. Consequently, investors will gently
withdraw their capital from manufacturing factories leading
to production drop and unemployment growth. Considering
the macro portfolio (See Figure. 2) dominant in the country,
the only way to reduce government size is privatization. As
a result privatization is one of the critical targets for these
countries. The privatization process is required in almost all
fields including power supply industry. In this paper we will
investigate the privatization trend in electrical power supply
industry in Iran as a case study and we will also analyze
the effect of influential parameters on this trend. Regarding
the consensus over the plan for restructuring power supply
industry, and rise in country power supply demand (which is
shown in Figure. 3), Privatization has become the focal point
of all strategic planning in power supply industry.
II. S TATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
According to the fourth development plan, the estimated
demand for power supply on the year 2016, will be about
73 thousands Megawatt. If the investment on power supply
industry follows the trend depicted in Figure. 3, providing
the required power on 2016 will be impossible. Here is the
problem that the government is facing with and we are looking
for a model to provide us with deep insights into the problem.
The main problem is the government inability to produce
required electrical energy in the following years. In other
words the gap between demand and supply in the future should
diminish. Our main concern is to fill this gap as soon as
possible and consequently the privatization process should
be accelerated and improved to attract investors to power
supply market in order to increase the production. To deeply
understand the problem, a model is tailored using system
dynamic approach and the simulation results are investigated
to analyze the power supply market during future years.
III. DYNAMIC H YPOTHESIS
Power Supply industry comprises three main sectors: production, transmission and distribution. They were all undertaken
by governmental organization. Because of the population
growth as well as industrial development, the demand for
electricity power will dramatically increase. Since the government is not capable of building sufficient power plants to
meet the growing demand, restructuring power supply industry
is taken as a serious strategy to solve the problem. One of the
crucial policies in restructuring is privatization. As a result,
government tends to modify the rules in favor of private
sector, to raise the investment efficiency in this industry to
encourage the investment of private sector. In this way, a part
of demanded power supply will be provided by private power
stations. In addition to the rules and investment efficiency,
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Fig. 2: Structure Of PortFolio & Flow of Money

there is another influential factor called ”investment risk” that
plays a key role in private sector investment. The greater the
investment risk is, the less the investment will be. Changes
and instability of rules are decisive factors in investment
risk. Numerous changes lead to increase in risk investment.
The investment risk as well as investment efficiency are
incorporated into one variable called ”efficiency to risk ratio”
that will affect the production of private sector. The greater
the aforesaid ratio is, the more investment will be. As private
sector share in production increases, owners’ resistance against
rule changes will rise and consequently rules will change less
than before. In other words, rule stability is determined by
the ratio of government share to private sector share. Private
sector production is possible in two forms:
¯

Build-Operate Transfer (BOT): in this kind of production
the produced power will be delivered to government after
a while.
¯ Build-Own Operate (BOO): the private sector is totally
independent. This kind of production is not frequent in
Iran, because it comprises noticeable authority delegation.

IV. C AUSAL L OOPS
Regarding the previously mentioned information, three causal
loops could be recognized:

Fig. 4: The loop of government production share

B. The loop of efficiency
Based on Figure. 5,As demand rises,capacity shortage will
also increase and as a result, rules are modified to encourage
private sector investment. Increase in private sector share,
will compensate the capacity shortage and it reaches to an
equilibrium. Same as before, this is a negative loop, thus it
causes a goal seeking behavior.
C. The loop of investment risk

A. The loop of government production share
In this loop(See Figure. 4), as demand increases, supply
shortage will also increase and government will seal the gap by
constructing new power plants, hence there will be a negative
loop leading to a goal seeking behavior.

As the private sector share increases comparing to governmental share, rules become more stable resulting in investment
risk decline and consequently the private sector investment
increases. It is crystal clear that this is positive loop that will
increase private sector investment(See Figure. 6).
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Fig. 3: Axis Y label is Mega-Watt,Producted Power(red),Needed Power(blue)

D. Stock Flow Diagram
In this part we combine the above expressed loops and make
the stock-flow diagram to simulate and run the model.(See
Figure. 7)

V. A NALYZING THE RESULTS
The model comprises a negative loop as well as a positive loop
and the limited capacity will be a confining factor. As it can be
observed in Figure. 8 up to Figure. 13 as the required capacity
increases during future years, governmental and private production will also increase, however their ratio and the capacity
shortage will remains constant. Accordingly rules facilitating
private sector investment will reach to equilibrium. As we were
expecting, at the outset, rules are in favor of private sector
and after private sector share escalation, rules will reach to a
balance point between governmental and private share.

VI. S UGGESTED POLICIES
Considering the short term and long term effect , some policies
are suggested to improve the status quo. Firstly, the parameters
that could are adjustable should be identified and their effects
on key variables behavior must be probed, afterwards, we will
be able to suggest an effective policy. In this model there are
5 parameters that government managers could decide about
and changing each of them through legitimating certain rules,
could affect the system output behavior.
¯ Rule function.
¯ Stabilizing function.
¯ Delegation authority.
¯ BOO production.
¯ BOT delivery time. function
Changing each of the variables above while keeping the others
unchanged will manifest the effect of each policy. Figures
below show the simulation result as the aforesaid variables
are changed. The results for changing the fourth and the fifth
variable are not illustrated because of their negligible effect
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Fig. 7: Stock Flow Diagram of Model

Fig. 5: The loop of efficiency
Fig. 6: The loop of efficiency

on the outputs.
As the Figure. 14 , Figure. 15 & Figure. 16 manifest, more
stability in government’s rules accelerates the process of
reaching to equilibrium and this could be considered as the
crucial government policy. To state the matter differently, as
politicians keeps the rules stable for a longer time, the production of private sector will increase and the system will reach
to equilibrium faster and consequently, the supply shortage
will be compensated in a shorter time. Besides increasing the

government delegation will hasten the privatization process.
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Fig. 12: Rule Stability ;it means the rate stability of privatization
Fig. 8: Required Capacity

Fig. 13: Private Sector to Government Share
Fig. 9: Total Private Sector Share

Fig. 10: Government Share

Fig. 11: Rule it means the rules which set rate of privatization

Fig. 14: The effect of changing rule function and optimizing it for
the private sector.

Fig. 15: The effects of changing the rule stabilizing function In favor
of private sector
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Fig. 16: The effect of increase in government delegation coefficient
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